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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this paper is establishing the relation between the 
voice pleasantness and the relative energy in particular areas of 
spectrum. The results of the evaluation were correlated with 
acoustic variables based on the LTAS. The ANOVA was applied 
in order to determine the difference between subgroups (pleasant, 
average and unpleasant) according to the relative energy in 
particular spectrum areas. Male pleasant voices have significantly 
more relative energy in O-300 Hz and significantly less in 0.3- 
0.55 kHz range and less than unpleasant voices in 0.55-0.65 kHz 
range. In the central spectrum ranges pleasant male voices have 
less relative energy than unpleasant voices, and in higher ranges 
they are similar to the average voices. Female pleasant voices 
don’t differentiate significantly as male voices do. We can 
conclude that the distribution of energy in the spectrum has more 
influence on the evaluation of the male voice quality than on 
female voices. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
If aesthetic principles are up to certain measure universal, such 
universal characteristics for voice would be periodicity, spectral 
balance, and in certain measure discrete deviation. Pleasant voice 
is universal category if raters agree in evaluation. Phonetics tries 
to define extralinguistic component of voice as group of voice 
quality and group of voice dynamics [5, 61. SkariC [13] divides 
speech on voice and text, and not on voice quality (organic 
component) and phonemic quality (segmental@). The point of 
interest of this research is not the condition of speaker, or the 
layer of expression as changeable state, but permanent state of 
voice layer (vocal, non-verbal layer). Thus, acoustic variables are 
also determined as category of constant voice quality. Dichotomy 
of nomenclature exists even nowadays, so terms timbre [8, 3, 13, 
21 and voice quality [ 1, 61 are being parallelly used. In this work, 
voice quality is determined in spectral sense through long-term 
average spectre (LTAS). Research in voices of voice 
professionals deal especially with the area of zero-formant, 
formant frequencies of singers’ [l l] or actors’ voices, and 
intensities of formants of higher ranges of spectre [15, 73, 
comparison of energy in a few ranges of spectre [4], influence of 
learning and voice practice on formant areas in the spectre [7, 
161, problem of voice fatigue and determination of acoustic 
parameters on the basis of LTAS for evaluation of voices of 
future voice professionals [9, 1 O]. Sundberg et al. [ 121 use LTAS 
procedure to measure phonatory effects of noise and phonation 
with differently filtered listening feedback on educated male 
singing and non-singing voices. 

2. METHODS 
The main acoustic variables of measurements that were supposed 
to establish objective difference between subgroups of 
pleasantness evaluation are relative amounts of energy in separate 
ranges of spectre obtained by LTAS. Because of the different 
distribution of spectral energy of male and female voices, 
acoustic variables have been determined separately for male 
voices: up to 0.3 kHz, 0.3-0.55, 0.55-0.65, 0.55-L 0.85-1, 1-2, 
1.5-2, 1.5-3, 2-2.5, 2.5-3.5, 3-3.6, 4-5 and 5-10 kHz; separately 
for female voices: up to 0.4 kHz, 0.4-0.5, 0.5-1, 1-1.2, 1.5-2.5, 
2.5-3, 3-5, 3.5-5, and 5-10 kHz. Difference of voices, intensity 
deviations in dB based on LTAS, differential spectres of extreme 
evaluated voice groups (pleasant: n=lO, unpleasant n=lO) were 
just additional procedure. LTAS was made by AS computer 
programme (AS = Average Spectrum, adapted by SkariC and 
Stamenkovic 1990). 

Sample consisted of 104 male voices and 103 female voices 
(N=207). Half of the voices represented the target sample of the 
voice professionals: actors (6 1), announcers (27), reporters (28), 
because we assumed that larger number of pleasant voices will be 
found in these groups. Another half belonged to the random 
sample of other voices (91) for which we assumed that they could 
represent the group of average voices. 

Recording conditions were always the same in soundproof 
studio. Distance of participants from microphone (Senheiser 
MKH 415T) was 20 centimetres. Before recording they were 
given standardised text [14] and they were instructed to read 
neutrally. They were recorded on sound pressure level (SPL) of 
70dB. 

36 skilled raters, among whom are 8 professional 
phoneticians voice raters evaluated the degree of pleasantness on 
the scale of 7 degrees on the sample of 207 male and female 
voices in a sequenced neutral speech of the non-fricative text and 
reversed sound sequence. 

Sound has been digitally analysed directly with Sony MD- 
101 connected with PC through analog/digital sound transformer 
(N2 A/D - Interface) on the level of 15 kHz, shown on the graph, 
on the logarithmic scale from 70 Hz to 10 kHz. Input to the 
computer in AS (Average Spectrum) program has been tuned on 
such intensity level to get 200 sample frames inside 70 seconds 
of speech, that are put in average values so that the most quiet 
parts of speech are excluded. The characteristics of the analysis 
are: sampling frequency up to 20 kHz, number of channels (k) is 
1023, channel width is 9.78 Hz, with frame shift of 102.4 ms, 
and with equal lasting of analysis frame of Hamming type of 
102.4 ms. LTAS is determined with intensity values for 1023 
frequency points in the range up to 10 kHz. 

Beside general statistic analysis, we correlated data from the 
subjective voice evaluation and the group of acoustic variables, 
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that is, data on the relative energy in separate spectrum areas, and 
we also analysed the significance of differences between the 
subgroups of voices in the dimension of pleasantness (pleasant: 
n=20, unpleasant: n=20, and average), according to the ANOVA 
procedure, with Scheoffe’s test for establishment of the 
significance of differences on the level of ~~0.05. 

3. RESULTS 
3.1. General statistic data 
The interesting fact is that male voices were, in total, evaluated as 
averagely more pleasant than female voices, according to the 
evaluation of both sound stimuli. The most pleasant male voices 
(n=20) were also evaluated as more pleasant (avg=5.55 in normal 
sound sequence, avg=5.48 in reversed sound sequence) than the 
most pleasant female voices (n=20; avg=5.03 and 4.68). Average 
minimal and maximal values were also somewhat higher for the 
most pleasant male voices, and only unpleasant male voices were 
evaluated averagely equally unpleasant as female unpleasant 
voices. 

3.2. Cross-correlation of evaluation of pleasantness and 
acoustic variables 
There is high correlation between evaluation of pleasantness in 
normal sound sequence and reversed sound sequence for male 
voices (r=O.87; p<O.OOOl) and female voices (1=0.82; p<O.OOOl), 
which is important if we claim that voice aesthetics is universal 
category. Results show that higher relative energy in the range up 
to 300 Hz has positive correlation with the evaluation of pleasant 
male voices in normal sound sequence (i-=0.38; p<O.OOOl) and in 
reversed sound sequence (i-=0.29; p=O.O02). On the other hand, 
female voices have smaller negative significant correlation 
coefficient with the relative energy in the range up to 0.4 kHz 
according to the evaluation in normal sound sequence and in 
reversed sound sequence (r-=-0.25; p=O.O09). Pleasantness of 
male voices has negative correlation with the relative energy in 
the ranges from 0.55 to 3 kHz, with the highest negative 
correlation coefficient with the range from 0.55 to 1 kHz (r=- 
0.48; p<O.OOOl), and there are also less negative correlations 
with the relative energy in the ranges from 2.5 to 3.5 MHz (r=- 
0.33; p=O.OOl), from 3 to 3.6 kHz, and from 3 to 4 kHz. On the 
other hand, there is smaller significant positive correlation 
coefficient between evaluation of pleasantness in the reversed 
sound sequence of female voices and range between 0.5 and 
1 kHz (r-=0.23; p=O.O018). In evaluation of both sound stimuli, 
pleasantness of female voices positively correlates with relative 
energy in the range from 1 to 1.2 kHz (in the normal sound 
sequence: r=O.21; p=O.O39), and in the evaluation of the normal 
sound sequence it correlates with the range from 2.5 to 3 kHz 
(r=O.25; p=O.Ol). This data already show that distribution of 
spectral energy correlates differently with pleasantness of male 
and female voices. They also show that there are more significant 
results for male voices. 

3.3. Results of the analysis of variance 
The ANOVA procedure, that was used to examine the difference 
between subgroups of voices in the evaluation of the dimension 
of pleasantness (pleasant, average, unpleasant) in the relative 
energy, shows that male pleasant voices (Figure 1) have 
significantly higher relative energy in the lower range of spectre 

up to 300 Hz (67%) in the evaluation of reversed sound 
sequence, than the group of average voices (54%) 
(F (2,101)=4.15; p=O.OlS); and with evaluation of the normal 
sound sequence pleasant male voices have significantly higher 
relative energy (71%) than average (54%) and unpleasant male 
voices (52%) (F (2,101)=9.06; p=O.O02). This significant result 
for voice pleasantness corresponds to Moles’ [8] determination 
of aesthetic information of sound, according to which precisely 
lower ranges of spectre are important, especially distribution of 
spectral energy in the area up to 300 Hz, mainly around 100 Hz. 
Therefore, it is understandable that in the lower spectral ranges 
more significant results were obtained for male than for female 
voices. On the contrary, in the range up to 0.4 kHz there were no 
significant differences for female voices. Pleasant female voices 
on average have lower relative energy (73%) from average 
female voices (79%) and from unpleasant female voices (82%). 
However, differences’ curves between extremely evaluated voices 
in the dimension of pleasantness show that, beside extremely 
pleasant male voices (Figure 2) that are stronger than unpleasant 
male voices (n=lO) in most cases precisely from 70 to 100 Hz 
(area of F0 for very pleasant male voices), pleasant female voices 
(Figure 3) are stronger than unpleasant female voices (n=lO) in 
the lower ranges around the area of F0 of pleasant female voices 
(Figure 4). Female unpleasant woices are stronger than pleasant 
female voices (n=lO) around the areas of F, of unpleasant female 
voices (Figure 7). The ANOVA procedure indicated that male 
pleasant voices have significantly less relative energy than 
average voices in 0.3-0.55 kHz range according to the evaluation 
of the normal sound sequence (F (2,101)=5.99; p=O.O03). They 
also have significantly less relative energy than unpleasant voices 
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Figure 1. LTAS of a voice 
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Figure 2. Differences’ curve of an individual male pleasant voice 
to unpleasant male voices 
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Figure 3. LTAS of a female pleasant voice 
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Figure 4. Differences’ curve of an individual female pleasant 
voice to unpleasant female voices 

in 0.55-0.65 kHz range according to the evaluation of the normal 
sound sequence (F (2,101)=5.55; p=O.OOS) and according to the 
evaluation of the reversed sound sequence (F (2,101)=4.39; 
p=O.Ol). The range from 0.55 to 1 kHz seems very important for 
evaluation of pleasantness, because in that range pleasant male 
voices according to the evaluation of the reversed sound 
sequence have significantly less relative energy from the groups 
of unpleasant voices that in this range have lowest relative 
energy, as well as from average male voices (F (2,101)=7.85; 
p=O.O007). It is also the case with the evaluation of the normal 
sound sequence (F (2,101)=10.17; p=O.OOOl). In 1-2 kHz range 
pleasant male voices have significantly less relative energy from 
the group of unpleasant voices, among which even average 
voices have significantly less relative energy, according to the 
evaluation of the normal sound sequence (F (2,101)=7.34; 
p=O.OOl) and according to the evaluation of pleasantness in the 
reversed sound sequence (F (2,101)=4.43; p=O.Ol). The situation 
is the same in 1.5 to 3 kHz range, for example in the reversed 
sound sequence (F=7.08; p=O.OOl). 2-2.5 range has been 
especially tested because we assumed that voices with more 
relative energy in this range won’t be pleasant, and that was also 
shown by significant results: pleasant male voices have 
significantly less relative energy from the group of unpleasant 
voices, among which even average voices have significantly less 
relative energy, according to the evaluation of the normal sound 
sequence (F=10.66; p=O.OOOl) and according to the evaluation of 
pleasantness in the reversed sound sequence (F=6.49; p=O.O02). 
Moles [8] claims that precisely the area around 2000 Hz has been 
unimportant for the quantity of aesthetic information of the 
sound. If we speak about the spectral shape we can say that 
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Figure 5. Differences’ curve of an individual male unpleasant 
voice to pleasant male voices 
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Figure 6. Differences’ curve of an individual male unpleasant 
voice to pleasant male voices 
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Figure 7. Differences’ curve of an individual female unpleasant 
voice to pleasant female voices 

increase of the intensity in this range of spectre is perceived as 
unpleasantness of voice, that is confirmed by the graph of 
spectral differences (Figures 5, 6). In ranges of 3-4 and 5-10 kHz, 
pleasant male voices don’t indicate significant difference from 
other subgroups. 

Female voices don’t differentiate significantly from other 
subgroups as male voices do, and proportions of relative energy 
in spectral ranges are different for pleasant male voices than for 
female voices. As it has already been said, pleasant female voices 
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have insignificantly less relative energy in range up to 400 Hz, as 
well as in 5-10 kHz range than unpleasant female voices, and 
have insignificantly more relative energy in 0.4-0.5 kHz, 0.5- 
1 kHz range. In 2.5-3 kHz and 3-5 kHz ranges, pleasant female 
voices have similar relative energy values as average voices, and 
in 5-I 0 kHz range they have insignificantly less relative energy. 
Only in narrow range of 1 -I .2 kHz female average voices have 
significantly more relative energy than female unpleasant voices, 
also according to the evaluation of the normal sound sequence 
female pleasant voices have significantly more relative energy 
than female unpleasant voices (F (2,100)=3.9; p=O.O2). This 
narrow range has been chosen, as well as the range from 0.4 to 
0.5 kHz, because of the antiresonance area, so that we can 
indirectly conclude that unpleasant female voices have stronger 
antiresonances due to morphological causes. 

4. CONCLUSION 
On the basis of such results, we can conclude that the distribution 
of energy in the spectrum has more influence on the evaluation of 
the male voice quality than on the female voices, and that female 
pleasant voices have different relations of relative energy in 
spectrum ranges than male voices. It turned out that low 
spectrum range up to 0.3 kHz is important for evaluation of 
pleasantness of male voices, that is, pleasantness is higher if 
relative energy in that range is higher, what gives voluminosity to 
the voice. It seems that the F0 range is more important for 
evaluation of pleasantness of female voices, than relative energy 
in range up to 0.4 kHz. Results of cross-correlations and 
ANOVA procedure do not show the same results for female 
pleasant voices. Only differences’ curves between individual 
extreme groups, according to the evaluation of pleasantness, 
show that differences’ curves between both male and female 
pleasant voices and unpleasant voices have concave shape with 
emphasised lower spectrum range. Male and female pleasant 
voices are also weaker than unpleasant voices in the central 
spectrum range, and in very high spectrum ranges they don’t 
have abrupt spectral tilt in relation to the relative energy of their 
spectre. 
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